
We are all connected to our landscapes, whether urban, rural or those inside our 
heads, but how do we bring them to life? There are people – writers, photographers, 

musicians, artists across all genres – who describe and animate our surroundings with 
insight and verve, and we are delighted to welcome some of the greatest of these to our 

festival in June 2016.

Whether it’s Robert Macfarlane on the English Eerie, Helen Macdonald on flying H is 
for Hawk around the world, Inua Ellams leading you on a Midnight Run through South 
London, Ruth Potts and Molly Conisbee introducing you to bread, print & roses, China 
Miéville skewing the picturesque, Lauren Elkin on flâneurs, Tendai Huchu on why we 
include landscape in contemporary fiction or Sarah Hall taking you into the wilderness 

of The Wolf Border, we urge you to join us for a dazzling approach to the worlds around 
and within us.

Balham Literary Festival
A Way of Being in the World

10 - 12 June 2016

17:30  The Midnight Run £15
The Midnight Run is an arts-filled, night-time cultural journey through urban spaces. It 
gathers strangers and local artists/activists to explore, play and create whilst the city sleeps. 
Curated specially for The Balham Literature Festival, this event, led by Inua Ellams, is a 
walking writing workshop exploring literary histories and talking points from Balham to 
Brixton.

Friday 10th June
17:00 What do we have in common? 

Rob Cowen
£12 including a paperback copy of ‘Common Ground’

The author of the best-selling Common Ground explains how to find your own piece 
of edgeland whether in the city or the country. We have included a paperback copy of 

the book in the entry price so you can follow along with the presentation.

19:30 International Nature & Travel Writing £15
Patrick Barkham, Helen Macdonald & Sara Wheeler in 
conversation with Susie Nicklin
British Nature writing is enjoying a resurgence of popularity in the 
UK. But how does it work internationally? Where is the overlap 
with travel writing and how does it compare with literature from 
different narrative traditions? Three acclaimed writers in these 
genres discuss.

21:00 Caught By The River and Balham Literary Festival 
present: Trevor Moss and Hannah Lou + CBTR DJs

£7.50 or £10 on the door
Caught by the River join us to kick off the first ever Balham Literary Festival with a special night 
of live music. Trevor Moss and Hannah Lou are a DIY folk duo from St. Leonards-on-Sea. Trevor 

and Hannah have been wooing audiences with their whimsical tunes since 2010, following a 
successful period with bluegrass outfit Indigo Moss.

After Trevor Moss and Hannah Lou, Caught By The River will be keeping the party going with a 
nature-inspired DJ set.

Sunday 12th June
11:00 Running Riot In The Urban Landscape £10

Inua Ellams, Bradley Garrett and Richard Reynolds 
Bradley Garrett is a phenomenon – part parcours expert, part funambulist, part ur-
ban explorer. Inua Ellams produces verbal pyrotechnics. Richard Reynolds reclaims 
public space and harnesses it with the power of plants. These three are no respect-

ers of accepted boundaries.

14:00 Excavating the myth of the Green Man £15
Nina Lyon, Robert Macfarlane and China Miéville in conversation with Ellah Allfrey
How do we react to mythical men, whether in non-fiction such as Nina’s which traces 
the history of the Green Man, or in fiction like China’s This Census Taker which 
creates a new legendary father figure? And how does our vocabulary reflect and refract 
our myths? Four outstanding writers explore.

16:00 Deep into the English Eerie £15
Robert Macfarlane and Andrew Michael Hurley in conversation with Stephanie Cross

Andrew Michael Hurley won the Costa First Novel Award with his atmospheric evocation of horror 
The Loney, and Robert Macfarlane captured a nation’s imagination with both his 

exceptional book The Old Ways and his astonishing essay for The Guardian on The 
English Eerie.

With Stephanie Cross they discuss the conjunction of fact and fiction, a 
contemporary take on this phenomenon.

18:00 And where next? £10
Owen Hatherley, Fred Pearce and Gaia Vince in conversation with Arifa Akbar
What is the future of our built and natural landscapes? How far are they influenced by politics, by 
local communities? Is there an inevitability to our planet’s decline and decay, or can 
we rally round to create a better landscape to inhabit?

To keep up to date with all things #balhamlitfest:
@balhamlitfest

www.facebook.com/BalhamLiteraryFestival
To view our full programme visit www.balhamliteraryfestival.co.uk

               Saturday 11th June
10:00 The birds and the bees £10
Sean Borodale and Tim Dee in conversation with Stephanie Cross
Sean Borodale’s outstanding Bee Journal brings a hive to life in poetry and Tim 
Dee is one of the UK’s foremost writers on birds. Between them they examine 
the natural world and its inhabitants with brio and panache.

10:00 Flâneurs in London and Paris, by day and by night £10
Lauren Elkin, Matthew Beaumont & Anna-Louise Milne in conversation with Lucie 

Campos
Can we all wander at will through our great cities? How different is the experience 
for men and women, and how does our landscape alter throughout the day? Three 

ambulatory experts illuminate.
   In partnership with the Institut Français.

12:00 Extremes of exploration – flight, mountains, jungle, desert £10
William Atkins, James Macdonald Lockhart and Andrea Wulf in conversation 
with Andrew Simm
What drives us to extremes? How do humans and animals co-exist in myriad 
landscapes? How does exploration in the 21st century compare with the impulses that 
moved explorers such as Alexander von Humboldt?

12:00 Landscape and atmosphere – the fiction section £10
Will Cohu, Sarah Hall and Tendai Huchu in conversation with 

Charlotte Colwill
Will scrutinises ordinary working lives in his most recent novel and Tendai wonders 

why we mention landscape at all given the novel’s interiority; they are joined by 
award-winning Sarah Hall whose novel The Wolf Border takes us into a more violent 

wilderness.

14:00 A Walk Around South West London £10
bread, print & roses
Join the Bread, Print and Roses collective as we uncover Bal-
ham’s radical roots, diverse social histories and utopian experiments (Yes, really). Just as, to para-
phrase Virginia Woolf, there are no such thing as ordinary lives there are also no ordinary places. 
Balham abounds with tales of enclosure resistance, grisly murder, satanic mills and poor law defi-
ance, played out against a fast-changing lanskip from Saxon settlement to assimilation into Lon-
don’s octopus.
The walk will last around 75 minutes. It is an easy, pavement walk, but please wear comfortable shoes.

16:00 China Miéville skews the Picturesque £15
China Miéville skews the picturesque in a talk specially written for the festival, followed 

by a Q&A session.
What is the picturesque? What is its role in our psyche and how does it work? And just 
what is that work? Why is the cosy and charming so often so unsettling? China Miéville 

looks askance at the quaint – and reveals how it’s always looking menacingly askance right back at 

To purchase tickets click HERE
Or through Dulwich Books:

6 Croxted Road SE21 8Sw
020 8670 1920

All programme details are correct at the time of publication. We reserve the right to change programmes and artists if circumstances dictate.
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